Doctoral Fellowship Application

AY 2017 – 2018

For 2017-2018 IASH offers up to 4 one semester long Doctoral Fellowships (IASH DF). Applicants should (i) be ABD by the last day of classes in May of the year during which they apply, (ii) their funding from Binghamton University including the IASH DF should not exceed the university funding guidelines (up to 8 semesters if one started with a relevant Masters and up to 12 semesters if one started with a relevant Bachelor degree), and (iii) they should be able to devote all their Doctoral Fellowship semester time to their dissertation project. Doctoral Fellows receive a financial package similar to a departmental fellowship, as well as a small research allowance. All Doctoral Fellows commit to present their work publicly at IASH, attend other Fellows’ presentations, and to some fellows only meetings.

IASH meetings are on W 12:00-1:30p.

The deadline for application is April 07 2017
Fellowships will be announced in May 10 2017

In addition to the application form below, the application requires

# A letter of recommendation from the student’s advisor sent separately by e-mail to iash@binghamton.edu. The letter should comment on the quality of the dissertation with attention to that which is new or innovative and separately that which makes it intellectually important, the feasibility of the DF project, as well as on the student’s progress toward the degree.

# A letter from the graduate program director certifying that the student meets the following criteria for application: (i) is already ABD or will be ABD by the May Commencement of the application year, and (ii) her/his funding from Binghamton University including the IASH DF will be complying with the university funding guidelines (up to 8 semesters if they started with a relevant Masters and up to 12 semesters if they started with a relevant Bachelor degree).

The letters should be sent separately from the application to iash@binghamton.edu.

(If the advisor is also the graduate director, please send two separate letters, one letter of reference and one letter of certification.)
Doctoral Fellowship Application

AY 2017 – 2018

Please use only this form for the application. Send the completed application form (in PDF) by e-mail to iash@binghamton.edu. Letter writers should send their letters to iash@binghamton.edu by the date the applications are due.

Name ______________________________________________________

Department/program ____________________________

GPA ______

Entered Binghamton University _______ ABD since/by _________

E-mail ______________________________

Advisor ________________________________

Advisor’s E-mail ________________________

The semester applied for is ___ fall ___ spring ___ either

Title of the fellowship project (without subtitles) __________

______________________________________________________________________________

Up to 100 words abstract of the fellowship project (please make sure that the project is accomplishable during the fellowship and use language that is understandable by non-specialists).

Begin your text here:
Up to 1,000 words description of the fellowship project. (Please briefly situate with respect to the dissertation, but be specific about the part you intend to complete while on fellowship and use language that is understandable by non-specialists, as well as describe the originality and significance of the fellowship project (that which is new and different and separately that which is important). Please provide a brief (no more than 5-10 items) bibliography.

Begin your text here
Timeline toward the completion of the dissertation and its defense (point out how much you have already done, what you expect to complete before the fellowship semester, what you will complete during the fellowship semester, and what will be left for you to do after the fellowship semester).

Begin your text here
A brief no more than 1 page CV including only (i) name, (ii) education, (iii) list of select relevant presentations, publications, performances, or exhibits.

Begin your text here